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things in life could be improved if people were more efficient? Not
just making the mails arrive faster, but improving the weather? I

have often mused on the idea of a solar stove that we could use in
the winter to warm our homes. Of course, it would be far from

perfect, but the idea is nice. Solar stoves, at least, are made from
durable, easy to create materials and require few parts. Our

biggest problem in this energy regime is electrical power, but that
is perhaps the easiest problem to address first. Archimedes once

said, “Give me a lever long enough and a fulcrum on which to
place it, and I shall move the world.” Of course, a lever requires a
fulcrum, and sometimes clever minds have the right levers. Now

back to stoves. A pair of simple materials, two pieces of metal and
a wedge could be combined to make a solar stove that would save

energy while producing a source of radiant heat in the winter
months. A few gavotte’s around the house is all it takes to show

that this can work, as 6d1f23a050
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